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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Personnel work constitutes activities sponsored by an educational
institution, except curricular instruction, in which the student's
personal development is the primary consideration.

A personnel program

is devised to aid the student to learn to understand himself as he is,
in terms of his abilities, interests, and aptitudes.

In this way, he

may become increasingly self-directive in his personal, educational,
social, and vocational goals;

and he may make his own unique contribution

in our democratic society.
The place of residence halls in the total educational program
varies according to the basic philosophy of the university itself.
With the physical growth of the university and a search for a broadening
and deepening of the educational pattern to include the entire individual,
a change has come in the philosophy of the function of student housing.
The change in philosophy is reflected in the change of terms
used.

For example, the term

11

dormitory 11 with its commonplace connotations

has given way to "residence halls" suggesting constructive environments
in which students could have the possibility of developing social poise,
democratic citizenship, and unselfish, constructive living together.
The chief purpose of the university residence halls is not one of housing,
but of education and educational influence. 1

The residential environment

1 11 Handbook for Resident Assistants at Eastern Illinois
University, 11 1964-1965. (Mimeographed)
1

2

must enhance rather than hinder the college experiences of the student.
It has often been said that residence hall experiences directly
influence students and are reflected in the quality of alumni which
an institution creates. 2

For many students, the college residence hall

is the first experience the student will have of living intimately
with other persons of his own age and with persons other than his
immediate family.

The lessons in citizenship to be learned, techniques

of living cooperatively, earning one's status, recognizing responsibility
to oneself and to the group will challenge the beginning college student.
The university residence hall, more than any other unit on the campus,
is a place where the socialization of the student may be watched and
guided so that in due time he may become a mature responsible citizen!
The resident assistant is the one who is in charge of his corridor
and assists the director in achieving the objectives of the hall.

To

best develop the above qualities and promote development towards the
above goals, the resident assistant plays a vital part in the residence
hall program.

He is the one who is in constant contact with the men on

his corridor and is in the best position to promote these desired
developments.
The role of the resident assistant may vary from university to
university depending upon the basic philosophy of the residence hall
program.

Also, the role of the resident assistant may vary among halls

at a given university because of the individual differences among hall
directors and their educational background.
2William N. Davis, "Management Procedures for Residence Halls,"
American School and University, XXXVII, (August, 1965), p. 38.
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Purpose
The purpose of this paper was to compare the role of the resident
assistant and his duties and responsibilities at Eastern Illinois
University with those of the other state universities of Illinois;

namely,

Southern Illinois University, Illinois State University, Western
Illinois University, Northern Illinois University, and the University
of Illinois.
Procedure
In order to determine to a degree how the role of the resident
assistant at Eastern Illinois University compared with that of the
other state universities of Illinois, a questionnaire was constructed
and sent to most of the residence hall directors of the state
universities.
A total of seventeen questionnaires were sent of which eleven
were returned;

one from Southern representing three halls, two

from Illinois State, one from Western, two from Northern, two from
the University of Illinois, and three from Eastern, all of which
represent one hall each.
The comparisons made in this paper was strictly from the
questionnaires returned.

Other halls at a university may vary somewhat

from these comparisons depending upon individual differences among
hall directors.

However, it was assumed that the questionnaires

returned from a given university were relatively comprehensive of the
role of the resident assistant of that university.

CHAPTER II
HYPOTHESIS AND PRESENTATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The writer is familiar with the residence halls of Eastern
Illinois University and the role of the resident assistant in each hall
because he lived in the residence hall for four years, two of which
were spent as a resident assistant;

the role of the resident assistant

at the other state universities was not known.

Since all of the schools

are state supported it was believed that the role of the resident
assistant would be basically the same.
In order to check this hypothesis, a questionnaire was formed
which contained twenty-five items.

The items in the questionnaire

included several areas which were believed to be indicative of the
role of the resident assistant.
personnel;

The questions were reviewed by Eastern

namely, the director of housing, three residence hall directors,

and the graduate assistant in a hall to make sure all important and
necessary areas were included.
The major areas compared in the questionnaire were that of new
resident assistants, duty, general duty, courses, government, and
counseling.
By new resident assistants was meant those who were selected in

the spring for a position in the fall.

Questions five and six concerning

this were asked to help determine how involved the assistants become in
the resident assistant program and compare the results.
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Duty is meant the time an assistant is required to spend in
the residence hall during which time he is the general administrator.
Questions twelve, thirteen, and fourteen are included to compare this.
The category of general duties includes questions seven, eight,
nine, ten, eleven, seventeen, twenty, twenty-one, and twenty-two.

These

are more specific questions concerning duties and responsibilities
of the assistant to make a comparison of these.
The area of courses is meant those courses a university may
require of an assistant to help him in his work with the men of the
hall.

The courses are those offered by the university to be taken as

a regular class.

Questions pertaining to this are eighteen and

nineteen.
Questions twenty-three and twenty-four concern hall government
and were included to help determine the relationship between it and the
resident assistant.
Counseling was meant the process by which the assistant discusses
with the men their problems and to help them make the best of their
experiences within the hall.

The assistant being limited in his

knowledge of counseling is expected to make referrals when necessary.
Since relatively little of this is done in the halls at Eastern it was
questioned as to how much the counseling assistants at the other schools
do.
The remaining questions, one, two, three, four, fifteen, and
sixteen were included to make a further comparison of the role of the
assistant and are concerned with specific areas.

CHAPTER III

FINDINGS
In this chapter the results of tabulation of each questionnaire
item are presented.

The items are presented in sequential order so

that the reader may follow the questionnaire numbers.

A chart is

included on page nineteen which summarizes the results of the questionnaire.
Questionnaire item #1
"What per cent of your resident assistants are graduate students? 11
This question was included to see if the majority of assistants
were undergraduate or graduate students.

The tendency at Eastern is to

have one graduate student per hall or one for each director.

Therefore,

the greater percentage of resident assistants would be undergraduate.
Of the three questionnaires returned from the directors at
Eastern, two reported that 20% of their resident assistants were graduate
students, while the third had 18%;
juniors, 44%, 60%, and 40%;

as seniors, J8%, 20%, and 10%;

as

as sophomores, one had 30% and two had none;

none of the three halls had freshmen as resident assistants.
At Southern the per cent of each class was 7%, 64%, 22%, and
7% respectively.
Illinois State averaged 94% as graduate students and 6% as seniors.
Western had no graduate students, 15% seniors, 54% juniors,
23% sophomores, and 8% freshmen.
Northern had no graduate students, 43% seniors, and 57% juniors.
The University of Illinois had 100% graduate students.
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The reason that most resident assistants tend to be juniors could
very well be that assistants usually improve with experience.

Therefore,

they are usually hired with the intention of being an assistant for more
than one year.
Questionnaire item #2
"ls there a grade point requirement to be an R.A.?rr
Since part of the role of the assistant is to be a leader, the
writer was interested to know the grade point requirement to be an
assistant.

The assistant would not necessarily have to maintain good

grades to be a good leader, but he must be dependable.
Most of the schools tend to agree with approximately the same
requirement.

At Eastern it is recommended that resident assistant

applicants have a 2.50 grade average on a 4.00 system, however this is not
a prerequisite if the applicant possesses several other qualities which
seem promising as a good resident assistant.

But, the applicant must

be in good standing before he will be considered.
At Southern, the requirement is approximately the same being a
J.25 on a 5.00 system.
Illinois State has no grade point requirement for resident
assistant applicants.
Before applicants will be considered at Western and Northern,
they must have a 2.50 on a 4.00 system.
At the University of Illinois a high standing is a requirement
according to one director while another reports that there is no
requirement for resident assistants.
Questionnaire item

#J

nwhat is the term of office for an R.A.? 11
This question was included to see if assistants are hired for part
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or more than one year at a time.

For some assistants a year is

required to learn about the job and prove oneself efficient.

Further

employment may depend upon whether the assistant has been satisfactory.
At Eastern the term of office for a resident assistant is
three quarters or for the academic year and the agreement may be renewed
until the resident assistant graduates provided he has been satisfactory
in his work.
With the exception of the University of Illinois, the other
schools hire resident assistants for the academic year.

The University

of Illinois contract for assistants is by the semester.

Southern and

Western is much like Eastern in that there is the opportunity to renew
the agreement until the person graduates.
Questionnaire item #4
"Approximately how many students are assigned to each R.A.? 11
Approximately thirty students are assigned to each resident
assistant at Eastern.

This varies considerably from school to school

perhaps because of the various floor plans of the halls and the duties
and responsibilities of the resident assistant at different schools.
There appears to be a better relationship between the assistant and a
smaller number of students.
Southern has approximately 54 students assigned to each resident
assistant while Illinois State has 40, Western between 39 and 43,
Northern 80, while the University of Illinois has 70 to

75~

Questionnaire item #5
11

Do newly appointed R.A. 1 s attend a training program?"

This was recently established at Eastern so as to better prepare
the assistant for his duties during the following year.

It was found

helpful to the new assistants to know what part they played in the
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residence hall program and what they could expect in the future.
At Eastern, the newly appointed resident assistants attend a
training program in the spring where they are oriented to the duties
and responsibilities of a resident assistant.
With the exception of Southern, the other state universities
have a training program for new resident assistants.

Western has

three or four two-hour sessions in the spring much like Eastern.
Questionnaire item #6
11

Do R.A. 1 s in training or alternates attend regularly scheduled

meetings? 11
This question too was included to find out what the resident
assistant does before his duties actually begin.

The tendency to have

alternates or assistants in training attend regularly scheduled assistant
meetings could very well be to have the new assistants become familiar
with the agenda of the meeting.

In this way they are able to see what

takes place and be prepared to contribute during the first meetings
of the new term.
At Eastern resident assistants in training or alternates do not
attend regularly scheduled meetings.
At Southern the trainees do not attend the regularly scheduled
meetings but at Western, Northern, and the University of Illinois they
do attend them.
At Illinois State the assistants in training do attend the
regularly scheduled meetings but alternates do not.
Questionnaire item #7
11

Do R.A. 1 s help in the selection of future R.A. 1 s? 11

The resident assistant should know the men on his corridor rather
well through constant contact with them.

Therefore, any resident on his

10

corridor applying for a resident assistant position could be evaluated
rather well by his assistant.

However, the amount of consideration

given this evaluation could vary from school to school.
The resident assistants at Eastern help in the selection of
future resident assistants by evaluating any applicant that the assistant
knows with certain criteria used as a guideline.
At Western and Northern the assistants help in selecting future
assistants and Southern has adopted this type of program for the first
time this year.
Contrary to this, Illinois State and the University of Illinois
do not have resident assistants helping in the selection of future
assistants.
Questionnaire item #8
11

Is the R.A. required to attend regularly scheduled meetings?n

The answer was a unanimous rryes n at all of the universities.
These may be weekly, biweekly, or monthly, but it is required of each
resident assistant at the various universities to attend these meetings.
They may discuss policies or procedures or specific matters which may
arise.

This also provides for better communication and relationship

between staff members.
Questionnaire item #9
11

Is the R.A. responsible for assisting the hall director in the

general administration of the hall? 11
The resident assistant is responsible for assisting the hall
director in checking students in and out of the hall and other administrative
duties at all of the state universities.

The assistants also help the

director to achieve the general and specific objectives of the hall program.

11
Questionnaire item #10
11

Is the R.A. required to report violations of rules and

regulations to the director?

If not, to whom does he report?"

This question was included to find out how much liberty the
assistant has.

Some problems may be solved with no trouble and need

not be mentioned to the director.

However, others may be handled in a

better way if the director were notified for advice.

Also, the director

in the latter way is able to keep in contact with the problems within
the hall.
At Eastern the resident assistant is required to report violations
to the hall director other than minor ones.
Southern, Illinois State, and Northern also require their
assistants to report violations to the director while Western does not
require this.

However, they are encouraged to work with chronic

violators.
At the University of Illinois there is a difference of opinion.
Some directors have their assistants report violations while others
have each assistant use his own discretion on this matter.
Questionnaire item #11
11

Does the R.A. make periodic room inspections?

If yes, how often?"

Room inspections tend to keep the general condition of the rooms
clean and neat.

Also, the administration is able to check on the

university property and follow the necessary procedures of any damaged
property.

One can see by the results of the questionnaire that the

directors vary in regardsiD room inspections.

The reason could possibly

be that the directors vary in their reason for room inspections.
All of the resident assistants at Eastern are required to make
periodic room inspections but the number varies from hall to hall.

One
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director requires an inspection only as he feels they are needed which
may be from general observation or comments.

Another director has at

least one per quarter and possibly more, while the third has approximately
one every two weeks.
Southern requires room inspections about once a week while at
Illinois State one director does not have them at all.

However another

director at Illinois State has the resident assistant make inspections
at his own discretion.
At Western the resident assistant is not required to inspect the
rooms but he is encouraged to visit each room once a week and thus he
may make a suggestion to the person to keep his room clean.

In this way

he keeps in contact with each person on the corridor and is also making
an informal inspection.
Northern requires only a spot check weekly of each room while at
the University of Illinois they do not have room inspections.
Questionnaire item #12
11 Is

the R.A. scheduled to be 'on duty' during the weekend?

If

yes, approximately how many per quarter or semester? 11
Here,

11

on duty" means being in charge of the general administration

of the hall and taking care of any emergencies that may arise.
vary in the number of assistants that should be
weekend.

11

Directors

on duty 11 during the

Some halls do not have many residents during the weekend while

others have many requiring more administrative personnel to be present.
The size of the hall may influence the number of staff members needed.
Here at Eastern, the resident assistants are scheduled to be
11

on duty 11 three or four times per quarter in the smaller halls, namely

Lincoln and Douglas.

In the larger hall, Thomas, the assistants are

scheduled for six weekends per quarter.
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Southern schedules the assistants for weekend duty but the
nwnber of weekends on duty per assistant varies with the schedule.
At Illinois State the schedule for weekend duty varies from
hall to hall with four a semester at one as compared to two at another.
At Western the weekend duty is four per quarter for each assistant.
Northern has a somewhat different schedule in that each assistant
is scheduled for one night per weekend rather than being on duty for
the entire weekend.

This makes each assistant on duty for twelve

weekend nights per semester.
The assistants at the University of Illinois are scheduled for
weekend duty

11

informallyn for four weekends a semester.

Questionnaire item #13
"Is the R.A. assigned regular nights to be "on duty"?
This question was also included to compare ideas in regard to
duty.

As the results show, the general tendency appears that assistants

are assigned regular nights to be on duty to allow assistants to plan
accordingly and leave the hall if they so desire.
With the exception of Western, all of the other assistants at
the other universities are scheduled for regular nights to be

11

on duty".

At Western the assistant is not "scheduled" as such but he is encouraged
to be available as much as possible.
Questionnaire item #14
"Is the R.A. required to spend a certain number of weekends on
campus?

If yes, how many?"
Directors vary as to how many they feel should be around at a

given time depending some upon how many students are present in the hall
and thus they vary as to the number of weekends an assistant should spend
on campus.
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At Eastern one director requires no certain number, another
six per quarter, and the third ten or eleven per quarter.
Resident assistants at Southern are required to spend on campus
only those weekends which they are scheduled to be on duty.
At Illinois State no number is set as to how many weekends
are to be spent on campus.
Contrary to this, Western limits the number to two per quarter.
Northern allows one weekend per month off campus while at
the University of Illinois one director sets no limits to the number
of weekends to be on campus.

However, another director at the University

of Illinois requires all weekends to be spent on campus unless it is
an unexpected necessity to leave.
Questionnaire item #15
11

What does the R.A. receive in the form of money or benefits?rr

This question was included primarily to compare the salary
and/or benefits with the duties performed.

As the results show, all of

the schools are relatively close in the amount paid and duties required.
Eastern provides the room and board for the resident assistant
as does Western and Northern.
In addition to the room and board, Southern provides tuition.
Illinois State gives the resident assistant $180 per month
plus fees.
The University of Illinois gives the resident assistant room, board,
tuition and fees, and $55 a month.
Questionnaire item #16

nrs

the R.A. permitted to have other jobs? 11

The position of a resident assistant is a full-time job and it
is generally felt that working elsewhere prevents an assistant to working
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to his best ability as an assistant.

This is shown by the limitation

at other schools to permit assistants to have other jobs.
He is permitted to have other jobs at Eastern provided it is
approved by the Dean of Men.

Usually this is in the form of a

switchboard operator in the hall.
The University of Illinois is the only other state university
which permits the resident assistant to have another job and there
it is limited.
Questionnaire item #17
"Does the R.A. serve as an adviser to the men during corridor
meetings?"
The answer to this was a unanimous "yesn at all of the universities
and in some cases he works with the floor chairman to accomplish this.
He is more than likely the one to know the answers about university
policies and regulations and would be best qualified to advise the men
on his corridor.
Questionnaire item #1S
"Are the R.A. 1 s required to take prescribed courses?

If yes,

how many and of what type?"
To best accomplish the goals and objectives of the residence hall,
the staff should be well informed of their duties and responsibilities as
well as some basic facts of student personnel work.

This may be in the

form of a regular course designed for this purpose.

This is the reason

for this question.
No prescribed courses are required at Eastern, Northern, or the
University of Illinois.
Southern requires one course as a prerequisite to becoming a
resident assistant.

This course gives the person complete orientation
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to the job including his duties and responsibilities.
Illinois State requires one course which is taught by the
Dean of Students which they call a "practicum".
Western requires one course to be taken in the fall which is a
regular three-quarter hour course.
Questionnaire item #19
"Is there a limit to the number of courses or hours an R.A.
may take?·

If yes, what is the limit?"

This question was included to determine to a degree whether a
resident assistant is too busy to carry the regular number of hours.
If he is limited in the number of hours, there may be the feeling that
he has too much work as an assistant to devote enough time to a regular
number of course work.
No limit is set at Eastern, Western, or Northern.
Southern has a limit of 15 quarter hours while Illinois State
has a limit of 12 quarter hours.
Directors at the University of Illinois vary on this matter.
One reported that the limit was four units while another reported that
there was no limit.

Each director may have his own set limits.

Questionnaire item #20
11

Is the R.A. responsible for maintaining a studious atmosphere

on his corridor?"
As part of his duties at Eastern, the resident assistant is
required to maintain a studious atmosphere.

The question was asked to

see if this is part of the role of assistants at other universities
or whether this is delegated to someone else.
It is the responsibility of the resident assistant at all of
the state universities to maintain a studious atmosphere.

However, at
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Southern, Illinois State, and the University of Illinois, it is with
the help of the student government.
Questionnaire item #21
"Do the R.A.'s have in possession a master key?

If yes, for

what primary purpose? 11
Once again the answer to this question was "yes" at all of the
universities.

At some halls it is for letting students into their

room when locked out, and permitting students to get into storage rooms
for supplies, etc.
At Northern the primary purpose for a master key is for room
checks and fire drills.
Questionnaire item #22
11

Do the R.A. 1 s serve as advisers to any hall activities or groups?"

This question was included to determine to a degree the amount
of work required of an assistant as compared with the assistants at
Eastern.
At Eastern, Southern, Illinois State, and the University of Illinois,
the resident assistants do serve as advisers to hall activities or groups.
At Western and Northern they do not have to serve but at Northern
many volunteer to do so.
Questionnaire item #23
"ls the R.A. required to attend hall government meetings?"
This too was included to compare to a degree part of the duties
of the assistant.
Southern and the University of Illinois require the assistant to
attend hall government meetings but it is not required at any of the
other state universities.
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Questionnaire item #24
"Is it permissible f'or an R.A. to be a hall of'f'icer? 11
This is not permissible at any of' the state universities.

Hall

government can be ta.ken care of' by other men in the hall and the hall
should be governed by those who live in it rather than a f'ew who work
there.
Questionnaire item #25
"Approximately how much time does the average R.A. spend in
actual counseling?"
This varies considerably f'rom hall to hall and university to
university.

Other activities limits the time an assistant has to counsel.

With proper training through courses or meetings, the assistant could
do the little counseling that is needed in the hall.
assistant is an

11

In most cases the

inf'ormation giver" and does not practice actual counseling

as such.
At Eastern it varies f'rom 1 hour to 5 hours a week.
At Illinois State the time varied f'rom 0 to 10 hours in one hall
to 8 to 10 hours a week in another.
Southern reported in the questionnaire as having the assistant
doing twenty to thirty hours a week of' counseling.
Two hours a week is approximately the time spent in counseling
at Northern.
At Western the time spent in counseling is also very little.
the assistant is asked to be a "good listener."
The resident assistants at the University of' Illinois spend
approximately 10 hours a week in actual counseling.

There
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
When the findings of the questionnaire are summarized in terms
of the original hypothesis, it is evident that Eastern 1 s resident
assistant program is much like that of the other state universities
of Illinois.

However, no two programs are exactly alike as seen

by this survey.
Most of the resident assistants at the various schools are
juniors and seniors with a few having more graduate students than
anything else.

However, the majority have juniors as assistants.

According to the responses, employment and grade point
requirements are much alike at the six universities.

The grade point

requirement is generally between 2.25 and 2.50 on a 4.00 system with
two schools having no requirement.

Four of the six universities

employ the assistant for one academic year, but the assistant may renew
the agreement until he graduates.
There was considerable agreement among the responses regarding
new resident assistants.

All of the universities have a training

program for new assistants, and four of the six universities have the
present assistants help in selecting new ones.

The universities are

equally divided on whether to have the alternates or resident assistants
in training attend the regularly scheduled meetings of assistants.
In the area of duty and time spent on campus, all of the
assistants at the universities were required to spend certain nights and
20

21

weekends on duty.

However, they vary as to how many weekends are to

be spent on campus.

The majority tend to have assistants spend three

to five weekends on duty per quarter or semester, and also the majority
do not require the assistants to spend the other weekends on campus.
The general duties of the resident assistant are basically the
same at all of the halls.

The assistant is required to help the

director in the general administration of the hall.

These consist of

checking students in and out, and helping the director to achieve the
goals and objectives of the hall through specific duties.
Some differences exist among the universities regarding the
amount of renumeration received by resident assistants.

Five universities

pay the room and board of the assistant with two paying in addition
to this the tuition.
With regards to prescribed courses and the limit of courses, the
universities are almost divided evenly on each.

Half of them require a

course to be taken by assistants which may consist of orientation to
the job or something about student personnel work.

As for the limit of

hours or courses, there is none at most schools except as outlined in
the schools catalog for regular students.

The trend appears to be for

more courses to be required and possibly a limit to the number of hours
an assistant may take.
Four of the universities do not require assistants to attend
hall government meetings, and none of them permit an assistant to be a
hall officer.

However, many assistants appear to be serving as advisers

to hall groups or activities.

This may be to relieve the director of

some of his extra duties and provide experience for the assistant as
an adviser.

Another reason may be that the government can be taken care

of by other people who live there rather than by a few who work there.
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Resident assistants apparently do not devote much time to
actual counseling.

These findings suggest students must look elsewhere

for assistance in solving their problems.

The observed emergence

of formal training programs for residence hall personnel indicates
that in the future residence hall staff members will likely provide
more counseling and other specialized services not now available.
In the future, however, the writer feels as though the assistants
will do more and more work along this line, since they will probably
be trained more in this line of work.

More training is required now as

is shown here at Eastern by the recent training program which was
started a few years ago.

Basic fundamentals of counseling will

probably be offered in the future to permit assistants to do a better
job of counseling.
Of the twenty-five questionnaire items, there was total agreement
among the universities on seven of these.

They include the following:

1.

New assistants are required to attend a training program.

2.

Regular assistants are required to attend regular meetings.

J. The assistants are responsible for helping the director in
the administration of the hall.

4.

Provide a studious atmosphere to students.

5.

All assistants are required to be on duty during some weekends.

6.

All assistants have a master key.

7.

No assistant is permitted to be a hall officer.

Of the remaining questions, there was agreement among four of six
of the universities on five of the questions.

These

were~

1.

Four require new assistants to attend regular meetings.

2.

Four have present assistants help select future ones.

J. Four have assistants serve as advisers to hall activities.
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4.

Four do not require assistants to attend hall government
meetings.

5.

Four have the term of office of an assistant to be one
school year.

There appears to be no observable relationship between the
size of the universities and the resident assistant program, except
in the number of students assigned to each assistant.

The larger

schools such as Southern, Northern, and the University of Illinois
tend to assign more students to assistants than do the smaller schools.
Because of the lack of professional literature and research
of the resident assistant, it is recommended that further investigation
in this area be conducted.
A knowledge of the functions of resident assistants in
outstanding residence hall programs may serve as a model for less
well-developed programs, and in addition, provide a basis for the
development of training programs for specialists in student residence
hall work.

QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME_ _ _ _ _ __

HALL----~-----~

SCHOOL.__~~~~-

1. What per cent of your Resident Assistants are
Graduate students_ _ _ __
Sanicrs

Ju ntor s_________
_
·~~-------""------

Sophomores_ _ _ _ _ __
Freshmen.._________~~
2. Is there a grade point requirement to be an R.A. ? _ _ _ __

1f yes, whet is it?

-----

3. What is the term of office for an R.A. ?

-----

4. Approximately how many students are assigned to each R.A. ?_ _ __

5. Do newly appointed R.A. 's attend a training program? _ _ _ __
6. Do R.A. 's in training or alternates attend regularly scheduled meetings?

7. Do R•.A. 's help in the selection of future R.A. •s? _ _ __
8. Is the R • .A. required to attend regularly scheduled meetings?_ _ _ __

9. Is the R.A. responsible for assisting the dorm director in the general
administration of the hall? _ _ _ __
, 0.. Is the R.P.. required to report violations of rules and regulations to the
cirector?
If not, to whom does he report?

-----

ll.

Dee~

the R.P.. make periocic rocm inspections? _ _ _ __ I yes,

how often?
l2.

I~

-----

the R.A. schedulec:l to be "on duty" during the weekeno? _ _ _ __
If

ye~,

approximately how many, per quarter or semester? _ _~--

13. Is the R.A. assigned regular nights to be "on duty"?----14. Is the R.A. required to spencJ a certain number of weekencs on campus?
~~-™~·If

yes, how many?__,~~--~
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15. What cioes the R.A. receive in the form of money or benefits?_ _ _ __

16. I: the R.A. permitted to have other jobs? _ _ _ __
17. Does the R.A. serve as an adviser to the men curing corridor meetings?

-----

18. .Are the R•.A. 's required to take prescribed courses?
1· yes.
how many and of what type?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

19. Is there. a limit to the number of courses or hours an R•.A. may take.?
If yes, what is the limit?_ _ _ __
20. Is the R.A. responsible for maintaining a stucious atmosphere on his
corrtcor?

-----

21. Do the R.A. 's have in posesslon a master key? _ _ _ __ If yes for
what primary purpose?_ _ _ __
22. Do. the R.A. 's serve as aclvisers ta any hall activities or groups? _ _ _ __

·23. Is the R.A. required to attend hall oovemment meetings? _ _ _ __
24. Is it permissible for an R.A. to be a hall officer?

-----

25. Approximately how much time does the average R.A. spend in ~ectual
counseling? _ _ _ __
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